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Federal Grant Compliance - “Maintenance of Effort”

Under the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA), every Local Education 
Agency must expend the same amount of local funding for special education 
instruction and related services as it expended in a previous fiscal year (34 CFR 
§300.203)

Under Federal regulations, every State Education Agency must monitor each of its 
LEAs annually to determine if the “IDEA MOE” compliance measure has been met.

An LEA’s failure to meet the IDEA MOE compliance standard results in a 
cash penalty matching the amount the LEA lowered its local spending. 

This cash penalty, collected by the SEA, is sent to the 
US Department of Education.  



WISEdata Finance

New financial data reporting 
system for LEAs that links their 
financial system directly to DPI 
was launched for FY 2021-2022.

Links from WISEdata Finance to 
other DPI financial systems.



Quick Review 
of the Basics
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WUFAR Sequence of Dimensions - Expenditures

FUND
Two-digit code used to 
segregate major 
educational costs such 
as General Education, 
Special Education, 
Food Service, Capital 
Projects, and 
Community Service.

OBJECT
Three-digit 
expenditure code 
identifying the 
purchase - whether it 
be salaries, contracted 
service, supplies, 
software 
or equipment. 

FUNCTION
Six-digit expenditure 
code identifying the 
purpose of the 
purchase. 

WUFAR has 407 
official functions to 
describe everything 
from “Algebra” to 
“Specialized Pupil 
Transportation.” 

PROJECT
Three-digit expenditure 
code identifying how 
the LEA will pay for the 
cost (local, state or 
federal funding). 

Object of 
Expense

ProjectFund Location Function



Fund 27 Contains all costs related to special education

Project 011 Expenditures eligible for state special education 
categorical aid reimbursement or Medicaid SBS

Project 019 Expenditures not eligible for state aid or Medicaid SBS

Grant 
Project

Expenditures reimbursed with federal or state special 
education-related grant dollars

Only project 011 and 019 tagged expenditures 
are used for IDEA MOE compliance comparisons



The Importance of Fund 27 Project Codes

Expenditures in Fund 27 will NOT be recognized if they have a local 
Project Code of “000”

❖ Only the DPI Chart of Accounts uses Project 000 in order for all local 
expenses to be mapped to a DPI established Fund-Object-Function

All expenditures in Fund 27 MUST have a project code that is recognized 
by DPI

❖ All non-grant funded expenditures will have a code of Project 011 or 019
➢ DPI plans to retire Projects 091 and 092 from WUFAR 

❖ All other project codes must be recognized by DPI per the Aids Register 
WUFAR Codes

https://apps6.dpi.wi.gov/AID/WufarReport
https://apps6.dpi.wi.gov/AID/WufarReport


Project “000” - Why Does it Matter?

IDEA MOE Compliance - Test #1 - Sum of State and Local Special Education Costs

Project  Code Expenditures

011 $250,000

019 $45,000

Test #1 Total $295,000

Project  Code Expenditures

011 $240,000

019 $20,000

000 $35,000

Test #1 Total $260,000

When an expense does not have a Local Project Code, we do not know how to 
recognize it…is it Project 011? is it Project 019? Grant funded?



Consequences of leaving an expense at Project “000”

Costs that should be coded to Project 011 will not be recognized as 
eligible for special education state categorical aid, resulting in a loss of 
funds to the LEA. 

● LEAs manually fixed these issues in the former School Financial 
Services reporting portal, but this will not be in option in WISfip. 

First and foremost, the LEA may be under reporting its obligation for special 

education, which leads to two different unacceptable results: 

● failing the comparison test; or 

● meeting the comparison test but setting a new lower threshold based 

on inaccurate data.



Easiest Quick Check within the MOE Compliance Report

As a means for data quality support, any expenses pushed to WISEdata Finance with 
a local Project Code of “000” will be viewable in the IDEA MOE Compliance Report. 



All panels within WISEgrants are “collapsible” - so within this pop-up, collapse the first 
panel “State / Local Accounts with values greater than $0.00,” and if you see this:

It means this LEA has expenses pushing to WISEdata Finance that are not counting 
towards anything and so under reporting Test #1 by over $300,000. 

If you do not see this panel, then all expenses reported have a Project Code. 



Using a Local Project Code - Why Does it Matter?

IDEA MOE Compliance - Test #1 - Sum of State and Local Special Education Costs

Project  Code Expenditures

011 $528,118

019 $100,000

Test #1 Total $628,118

Project  Code Expenditures

011 $528,118

019 $50,359

703 $49,641

Test #1 Total $578,477

An LEA wanted to use a local project code to identify the costs they were going to 
cover with Transition Incentive Aid (which is not a grant).  The MOE Compliance 
report only sums expenditures coded to Project 011 or 019. 



Trickier to find, as one needs to look in WISEdata Finance

WISEgrants can identify a potential issue: 

The WISEgrants Prediction takes the total of Project 011 and Project 019 costs 
and subtracts all reported non-grant revenue to determine the operating cost. 

After eliminating other possibilities, look to WISEdata Finance for expenditures 
coded to non-recognized Project Codes (they will not show up in the MOE report). 



Correctly Recording 
IDEA Funding 



Project 34X Sum = IDEA Funding Received  

Expenditures tagged with IDEA Formula / Discretionary Grant Project 
Codes (34X) must equal the amount of IDEA funding received by the LEA

❖ Not greater than; Not less than

❖ A subrecipient’s ledger should MATCH the IDEA formula / discretionary grant 

claim; at a bare minimum, the bottom lines must reconcile

❖ Significantly impacts the results of Test #1 - total of State & Locally funded 

Special Education costs

❖ #1 Issue with FY 2022-2023 WISEdata Finance / IDEA MOE



Over Identifying Project 34X Expenditures

LEA left $121,105 coded to Project 341, when the expenditures should 
have been reclassified to either Project 011 or Project 019 (depending on 
the expenditure). 



Impact on Test #1 - State & Local - Sum of Projects 011 & 019

Not only is the reported sum of state and local expenditures under 
reported, if any of the $121,105 was eligible for state special 
education categorical aid, it would not have been recognized as such. 



By leaving $50,543 of paraprofessional costs incorrectly coded to Project 341, the 
LEA lost out on $14,657 in state special education categorical aid (which would only 
be recognized if it was coded to Project 011)



Fix as soon as discrepancies are known

At the top of the IDEA MOE Compliance Report, within the Grant Expense 
Reconciliation table, if these three numbers do not match at the end of the fiscal 
year - click on the hyperlinked amounts under the WISEdata Finance Project column 
and IDEA Claimed column and do a side-by-side comparison to identify the issue. 



Before exporting the data to excel (to do the comparison between systems), 
click on the vertical ellipses to unhide the WUFAR dimensions: 



Correcting the Issue 

1) Only the accounts on the claim should show up as a Project 34X on the LEA’s ledger

2) All other expenditures the LEA has classified to Project 34X that are not on a 
      WISEgrants claim must be reclassified to Project 011 or 019. 

Technical Assistance - Identifying a Fund 27 Cost as Project 019 or 011

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BInsqHvivuEj2vdTSzIiJSucl2pPwK6w4WXmlErsTyI/edit?usp=sharing


Under Identifying Project 34X Expenditures

If the LEA claimed funds under IDEA but then decided to locally fund the 
cost, the federal funds must be returned to DPI. The returned funds will go 
back into the LEA’s allocation for future allowable costs. 

Technical Assistance - Returning IDEA Funds to DPI

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1hi7eIJaFmu-LkspGQjVoJflOONyLhwxtkeDWlkjsHYM/edit


Finalize
FY 2023-2024



Our Goals so We Can Focus on Maximizing Revenue

Resolve coding issues prior to the end of the fiscal year 

● The expenditures coded to Project 011 and 019 in the LEA’s local 

system push successfully to WISEdata Finance 

● Project 34X expenditures match between WISEdata Finance and 

WISEgrants

● Sum of grant-related expenditures have matching offsetting revenue

Meet one of the four compliance tests, but try not to set a new higher 

threshold if there are federal funds (IDEA formula) that can be used to 

cover the additional costs. 



If you have your laptop…

● Log into WISEgrants

● Go to IDEA > Maintenance of Effort

● Click on the hyperlinked “Compliance Report” for 2023-2024



These test results are based on the LEA’s Fund 27 Actuals, submitted through 
WISEdata Finance. When was the last time finance information was pushed? 



Under Test 1, the user can see the “Progress toward goal” which represents how 
close the LEA is to meeting Test 1 (the only test the LEA can control). 



Based on the expenditures to date, information is provided under Test #1 letting 
the LEA know how close they are to meeting the required threshold.

If the percentage seems low for 8 months into the fiscal year, determine if your 
LEA has July / August payroll payments that will make up the difference.

Enter projections into the Scenario Calculator in this report, on a regular basis, to 
ensure that one of the four comparison tests will be met. 



Change the 2023-2024 Actual State / Local Goals through Exceptions: 
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1fIzdvytjPRylLipMskBj9hurlb4g8_AKaL6gg3PAaj8/edit


Beginning in June, make sure at least one test will be met

Whoohoo! But…

It’s nice when the comparison years can be next to each other, so if the LEA has 
any exceptions that qualify - submit them for review. Compliance is already 
met, but it means that any of those “failed by” tests that are met through 
exceptions generate a lower threshold going into the next fiscal year. 



If it looks like Test 1 is going to go way over the required amount, double check 
that all federal IDEA formula funds are being utilized.  If not, consider moving 
allowed costs from local to the IDEA formula grants, in order to maintain a 
lower threshold.

In the example above, the LEA increased its threshold by almost $200,000.



Items to consider moving TO the grant at year end

Look for costs coded to Project 019 that do not have a project code of 382, 383, 

or 386. Items like non-capital equipment, supplies, professional development, 

employee travel, etc., are all safe bets to move.  

● Any object 38X with function 436000 should remain as Project 019

Moving state aidable costs (Project 011) to the IDEA formula grant means that 

instead of getting 29 cents on the dollar, the LEA will get 100 cents on the dollar 

AND will have a lower operating transfer from Fund 10. 

● Consider moving volatile costs like substitute teachers / paraprofessionals

● Specialized transportation is always a safe move



Items to consider moving TO the grant at year end

Avoid moving any costs that were also submitted for SBS billing (such as S/L).

● Costs that are used for the Medicaid Staffing report can be moved to the grant, 

just inform the third-party biller of the change in staff funding sources. 

CESA costs (Object 386) that are non-state aidable, such as those coded to:

● 221300 / 264400 - Professional Development

● 223390 - Special Education Support

○ Which would include technology services, such as SEEDS

Avoid private vendor contracts for instruction or related services unless it is 

known that the vendor has valid DPI licensure. 



Items to consider moving FROM the grant at year end

Look for costs currently on the grant that are eligible for state special education 

categorical aid - moving them to Project 011 means the LEA will at least receive 

some outside revenue for the costs. 

● Hold off making a final claim for IDEA formula funds until all possibilities have been 

exhausted:

○ Exceptions submitted

○ Verify all WISEdata Finance data is pushing correctly 

○ Verify all coding is correct (all expenditures have a recognized project code)

● Reduce the final claim by the amount needed to pass one of the four tests; make sure 

the ledger is updated to reflect the cost is locally funded and no longer grant funded. 



Additional Technical Assistance

I’m happy to meet and discuss IDEA Maintenance of Effort!

Through my bookings site (also listed on the IDEA MOE Compliance report), 
we can discuss: 

● Projections for FY 2023-2024 compliance

● Double-checking the figures being pushed to WISEdata Finance

● What qualifies for an exception

● Long-term planning for Fund 27 when decreases in expenditures is 
expected in future years. 


